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Author's response to reviews:

In Background, P2, line #8, we insert "increased" before "survival rate". Also, in P3, line #10, "clinic" was changed to "clinical"

In Discussion, P2, line #9, the sentence "On the other hand, Von Euler [11] observed apoptosis around the anode and both necrosis and apoptosis around cathode" was changed by the sentence "On the other hand, Von Euler [11] observed both apoptosis and necrosis around the anode but only necrosis around cathode"

References:
In reference 1, BEW was changed by BE
in reference 2, the word "and" was removed from the author list
in reference 8, NJF was changed by NJ
in reference 9, the word "and" was removed from the author list
in reference 12, NJF was changed by NJ
In table 2, "monocites infiltrate" was changed by "monocytic infiltrate"
table's title and legend were placed above the table that it represents